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ABSTRACT

Genetic analyses in atypical hemolytic uremic syndrome (aHUS) and C3-

glomerulopathy (C3G) patients have provided an excellent understanding of the genetic 

component of the disease and informed genotype-phenotype correlations supporting an 

individualized approach to patient management and treatment. In this context, a correct 

categorization of the disease-associated gene variants is critical to avoid detrimental 

consequences for patients and their relatives. We describe a comprehensive procedure 

to measure levels and functional activity of the complement regulator factor H (FH) 

encoded by CFH, the commonest genetic factor associated with aHUS and C3G, and 

present the results obtained in the analysis of a large number (n=28) of 

uncharacterized, disease-associated, FH variants. We show that 16 FH variants are not 

express in plasma and 8 have significantly reduced functional activities that will impact 

on complement regulation. In whole, 24/28 CFH variants were unambiguously 

categorized as pathogenic and the nature of the pathogenicity fully documented for 

each of them. Our data also reinforce the genotype-phenotype correlations that 

associate specific FH functional alterations with either aHUS or C3G and illustrate 

important drawbacks of the prediction algorithms dealing with variants located in FH 

functional regions. We also report that the novel aHUS-associated M823T variant is 

functionally impaired, which was unexpected and revealed the important contribution of 

regions outside the N-terminal and C-terminal functional domains to the FH regulatory 

activities on surfaces. Our work significantly advances knowledge towards a complete 

functional understanding of the CFH genetic variability and highlights the importance of 

functional analysis of the disease-associated CFH variants.
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INTRODUCTION

Factor H (FH) is the key regulator of the alternative pathway (AP) of the complement 

system. FH controls complement activation both in fluid phase and on cellular surfaces, 

preserving complement homeostasis and preventing uncontrolled C3b deposition and 

host tissue damage. The FH regulatory activities include, binding to C3b, blocking C3b-

factor B (FB) interaction during the assembly of the AP C3-proconvertase complex 

(C3bB); acceleration of the decay of the AP C3-convertase (C3bBb); and acting as 

cofactor of factor I (FI) in the proteolytic inactivation of C3b 1. FH is a relative abundant 

plasma protein that is secreted as a single-chain glycoprotein of 155 kDa composed of 

20 homologous domains of ~60 amino acids, named short consensus repeats (SCR). 

FH concentration in plasma is highly variable, ranging from 76-247µg/ml. Along the 20 

SCR of FH there are different interaction sites for C3b and polyanions. The SCR1-4 

region is the only C3b binding site acting as cofactor for FI to cleave C3b and to 

accelerate the decay of AP C3-convertase. Similarly, the C3b and polyanion binding 

site at SCR19-20 determines the ability of FH to bind surface-bound C3b, being this 

region of FH essential for self-pathogen discrimination2, 3. In addition to these regions, it 

has been recently  postulated that a central FH segment,  including SCR14, facilitat es 

FH bending and increases avidity for C3b by enabling the simultaneous binding of FH 

to different sites in C3b4, 5. 

Pathogenic variants and polymorphisms in the CFH gene associate with a number of 

diseases, including atypical hemolytic uremic syndrome (aHUS) and C3-

glomerulopathy (C3G )6. aHUS is a thrombotic microangiopathy characterized by 

thrombocytopenia, haemolytic anemia and acute renal failure. The primary pathogenic 

event in aHUS is endothelial cell injury caused by complement dysregulation 7.  C3G is 

a very rare form of glomerulonephritis characterized by the presence of electron dense 

deposits within the glomerular basement membrane (GBM) 8. C3G is associated with 

complement abnormalities that lead to persistent reduction of C3 serum levels and to 



intense deposition of degradation products of C3 in the GBM9, 10. 

Over the past 15 years, genetic analyses in aHUS and C3G patients have shown 

that variants in CFH are the commonest genetic alteration associated with these 

disorders. However, we have a limited understanding of the functional consequences of 

almost one third of the genetic variants identified in CFH, which is a potential cause of 

misinterpretations with important consequences for the patients and their relatives. We 

report here the development of a comprehensive analytical procedure for the functional 

characterization of FH and demonstrate its effectiveness in identifying the expression 

and functional consequences of a large number of novel aHUS and C3G-associated 

CFH variants. The data allowed us to categorize them as pathogenic or benign and 

reinforced our current understanding of the pathogenic mechanisms underlying aHUS 

and C3G.



RESULTS

Novel FH variants found in the genetic analysis of aHUS and C3G patients

A total of 707 aHUS and 234 C3G patients included in the Spanish aHUS/C3G 

Registry (https://www.aHUSC3G.es) were screened for CFH variants, which resulted in 

the identification of 101 CFH variants, 87 in aHUS and 35 in C3G. 21 variants associate 

with both pathologies. As a whole 123 aHUS patients (17.4%) and 27 C3G patients 

(11.5%) carry CFH gene variants. Notably, 28 of these CFH variants (27.5%) are novel 

variants for which the functional consequences were unknown (Table 1). These 

patients were, in addition, screened for all aHUS and C3G candidate genes. A 

summary of the clinical and genetic characteristics of the patients carrying these novel 

CFH variants is presented in Table 2 to illustrate that most patients presented with 

severe disease phenotypes. All other CFH variants (n=73) found in our patients have 

been described before and their functional consequences are known 11. We named as 

“N-terminal” those variants located in SCR1-4 (R53C, R53P, R53S, S58A, C66Y, L98F, 

A110S, Y118Ifs*4, C192W and Y235C); “C-terminal”, those in SCR19-20 (D1119N, 

P1166L, R1182K, C1218R and c.3493+1G>A) and “central region” variants located in 

SCR5-18 (C309W, C320R, K331E, C597*, K670T, M823T, R830W, C853R, C853Y, 

R885Sfs*13, T956M, W1037* and c.2957-1G>A). A number of asymptomatic relatives 

carrying the CFH gene variants were also identified (Table 1). A search for these CFH

variants in the Spanish and European control populations illustrate that with only three 

exceptions S58A, R830W and T956M, all other CFH variants have not been 

encountered before (Table S1). 

To predict the functional consequences of the 28 novel CFH variants detected in this 

study we used several prediction algorithms available in the ANNOVAR software utility. 

We considered likely pathogenic those variants in which a deleterious impact of the 

genetic variation was anticipated by a majority of these prediction algorithms. According 

to these analyses the CFH variants R53C, R53S, C66Y, C192W, Y235C, C309W, 



C320R, C853R, C853Y, D1119N and C1218R were considered likely pathogenic, 

whereas R53P, S58A, L98F, A110S, K331E, K670T, M823T, R830W, T956M, P1166L 

and R1182K were predicted to be benign or variants of uncertain significance (VUS) 

(Table S2). For the C597*, W1037*, Y118Ifs*4 and R885Sfs*13 variants some of the 

prediction algorithms failed to give a result. However, the nature of these CFH

variations, introducing a stop codon, justifies their assignment to the category of likely 

pathogenic variants. Similarly, c.2957-1G>A and c.3493+1G>A were predicted 

pathogenic because they alter the splicing sequences.

As a whole the analyses to predict pathogenicity indicate that 11 of the 28 CFH 

variations (39%) are predicted to be either benign or VUS (Table S2). To formally 

categorize the disease-associated CFH variants and to establish their casual 

relationship with the pathology, we determined their expression levels in plasma and 

purified those that were expressed, to perform a complete functional characterization.  

To do this, we benefit from having serum or plasma samples from all patients and 

relatives and the Y402H genotypes available for all individuals (Table 1).  

FH plasma levels

Twenty-one of the 28 CFH variants are carried by Y402H heterozygote individuals 

(patients and/or relatives). In all these cases a direct measurement of the FH produced 

by the mutated CFH allele was obtained. These analyses allowed us to conclude that 

the C66Y, Y118Ifs*4, C192W, Y235C, C309W, C320R, C597*, C853R, C853Y, 

R885Sfs*13, W1037* and C1218R CFH variants are not expressed or result in very low 

levels of FH in plasma. We also concluded that the L98F, c.2957-1G>A and 

c.3493+1G>A variants are not expressed because total plasma levels in heterozygote 

carriers were below 50% of the normal FH plasma levels  (Figure S1 ). In addition, we 

found that A110S CFH variant, albeit present in plasma, it is significantly reduced 

compared to the normal FH levels (Table1 and Figure S 1). The normal range of 



variation for FH plasma levels produced by a single allele and the normal range for total 

FH plasma levels in control individuals were previously determined to be 50-127 μg/mL 

and 76-247μg/mL, respectively (Figure S1).

To functionally characterize the CFH variants that are expressed (R53C, R53S, 

S58A, K331E, K670T, T956M and P1166L), we purified them to homogeneity from the 

plasma or serum of Y402H heterozygote carriers (Figure 1B). The expressed CFH 

variants for which no Y402H heterozygote carriers were available (R53P, M823T, 

R830W, D1119N, and R1182K) were purified together with the wild type FH protein 

(Figure 1C). 

Alternative pathway regulatory activity of the disease-associated FH variants.

Six of the 12 purified FH variants (R53S, S58A, M823T, D1119N, P1166L and 

R1182K) present significant reduced capacity to regulate the activity of the alternative 

pathway in our modified sheep red cell hemolytic assay (Figure 2). Notably, K331E 

showed significant reduced lysis, what suggests improved surface protective capacity. 

It should also be mentioned that among the 5 variants that showed no significant 

differences with the wild type FH protein, 2 of them (R53P and R830W) were co-

purified together with the FH wild type allele. Notably, all the variants associated with 

loss of regulatory capacity are located in functional regions (SCR1-4 and SCR19-20), 

except M823T, which is located in SCR14, within the central region of FH.

Characterization of specific functional alterations in the CFH variants

We next analyzed the functional impairment of the CFH variants that are expressed 

in plasma. Decay Accelerating Activity (DAA) on surfaces was analyzed by SPR 

(Figure 3). Our results revealed that R53C and R53S completely lack DAA, whereas 

R53P, S58A, M823T, D1119N, P1166L and R1182K show a significantly reduced DAA 

compared with the wild type FH protein (Figure 3). The FI-dependent cofactor activity 



for the proteolytic inactivation of C3b was tested in fluid phase using purified proteins. 

The results indicate that R53C, R53S, S58A and M823T present significantly reduced 

fluid-phase FI-cofactor activities compared to the wild type FH protein (Figure 4). 

Finally, we analyzed the capacity to bind C3b by the C-terminal region. In these 

analyses the FH variants were captured to the SPR chip by the N-terminal region so 

that they only can bind C3b by the C-terminal region (see Materials and Methods). 

Altogether, these analyses revealed that only the FH variants D1119N, P1166L and 

R1182K present a significantly decreased C-terminal C3b-binding compared to the wild 

type FH protein (Figure 5). As a whole, these analyses show that 9 of the 12 expressed 

CFH variants show impaired complement regulatory activities. Adding these variants to 

those that are not expressed allowed us to unambiguously categorize 24 of the 28 CFH

variants as pathogenic (Table 3). Importantly, whilst all CFH variant that were predicted 

in silico to be pathogenic variants were experimentally confirmed to be pathogenic, as 

many as 63% (7/11) of the CFH variants that were predicted in silico to be benign, were 

shown experimentally to be pathogenic (Table 3).



DISCUSSION

This study provides a complete analysis of 28 uncharacterized CFH variants found 

in 32 patients diagnosed with aHUS and C3G (Table 2). This was achieved by 

developing a comprehensive analytical procedure that allowed us to determine allele-

specific plasma levels of the FH variant and to purify and perform a full functional 

characterization of the variants that express in plasma. A flow chart of the analytical 

procedure is depicted in Figure 6. 

The 28 CFH variants included in these analyses were scattered along the whole FH 

amino acid sequence and involved known functional FH domains as well as non-

functional FH regions (Table 1). Sixteen CFH variants associate with decreased plasma 

levels of FH, which in twelve of them was unambiguously explained by the lack of 

expression of the mutated CFH allele (Table 1 and Figure S 1). Since no Y402H 

heterozygote samples were available to test FH allele specific expression of the L98F, 

c.2957-1G>A and c.3493+1G>A CFH variants, lack of expression of these alleles was 

postulated based on the >50% decreased total FH plasma levels observed in carriers of 

these variants, (Table 1 and Figure S1). 

The deleterious consequences of these CFH variants, introducing significant 

changes in the amino acid sequence of FH or altering the splice regions were well 

anticipated by the prediction algorithms, with only one exception (Table 3). The 

exception is L98F, which expression was clearly found decreased in our allele specific 

ELISA (Table 1 and Figure S1) but the variant was predicted benign in silico. However, 

we cannot exclude that this low expression is a consequence of another sequence 

variation in the regulatory regions of this particular  CFH  gene variant that were not 

included in our DNA sequencing analysis.

All expressed CFH variants were purified from plasma for further analyses. These 

include the four N-terminal variants R53C, R53P, R53S and S58A. Impairment of the 

FH complement regulatory activity using our modified SRBC hemolytic assay could be 
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demonstrated only for R53S and S58A, but DAA was absent or significantly reduced in 

all of them and the FI-cofactor activity was only normal in R53P, although this last 

finding may be related to the fact that the R53P  CFH variant was co-purified with the 

wild type allele. These and previous data obtained with the recombinant FH mutants 

R53C12 and R53H 13, demonstrating that these two variants have impaired DAA and FI-

cofactor activity, illustrate that amino acid R53 is a critical residue for the FH regulatory 

activities. 

Three of the five CFH variants located in the C-terminal SCR19-20, D1119N, 

P1166L and R1182K, were also expressed and showed reduce surface protection in 

the SRBC hemolytic assay, reduced DAA and impaired C-terminal C3b-binding. 

M823T in SCR14 is the only CFH variant located outside the N-terminal and C-

terminal functional regions that is expressed and revealed a functional alteration. It 

showed increased lysis in the SRBC hemolytic assay, reduced DAA and FI-cofactor 

activity. Notably, the C3b-binding activity mediated by the C-terminal region was normal 

(Figure 5). These suggest that residue M823 may be implicated in the bending of the 

FH protein, allowing the simultaneous interaction of the N-terminal and C-terminal C3b-

binding sites with the same C3b molecule 4, 14 . Notably, it has been proposed that the 

region including SCR14 organizes a “zig-zag” structure that permits the FH molecule to 

bend back, approaching the N- and C-terminal regions and allowing them to interact 

with distinct sites in the C3b molecule, which increases avidity and regulatory efficacy. 

This model postulates the existence of side-by-side interaction between SCR12-13 and 

SCR14-15, interactions in which M823T could be implicated (Figure 7). The contribution 

of these central region FH domains to the overall regulatory activity of FH is further 

supported by the observation that FHL-1 has lower FI-cofactor activity compared with 

FH15, supporting that the absence of the C-terminal C3b-binding domain results in 

reduced avidity of FHL-1 for C3b. Our interpretation of the observed alteration of both 

DAA and FI-cofactor activity is, therefore, that the M823T variant causes a reduced 
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capacity to bend back or impairs the stability of the bent structure. Experiments, out of 

the scope of this report, are in progress to determine the precise contribution of SCR14 

to the overall structure of FH.  

Our results confirm that in silico  prediction of pathogenicity in functionally relevant 

regions of the FH molecule is unreliable using the current algorithms, as it fails to 

assign a correct categorization in almost two thirds of the CFH variants. This drawback 

should be expected as these algorithms are designed mainly to identify molecular 

pathogenicity (how well the protein architecture tolerates the genetic change) and not 

how the sequence variations alter the specific functional activities of the protein. 

Consistent with this we observed that 100% of the CFH variants predicted in silico to be 

pathogenic were indeed demonstrated experimentally to be pathogenic, mostly 

because they were not expressed at the protein level. As a whole these data illustrate 

that functional analysis are particularly important for novel CFH variants that have been 

categorized in silico as benign and are located in functionally relevant FH regions. 

Our data also provide further support to the genotype-phenotype correlations that 

associate particular CFH mutations with aHUS or C3G 16. These genotype-phenotype 

correlations explain why the CFH gene associates with both aHUS and C3G. In aHUS, 

the most prevalent CFH genetic alterations are missense mutations that alter the C3b- 

and polyanion-binding site at the C-terminus of FH. These aHUS-associated CFH

variants rarely result in decreased FH plasma levels; they present normal regulatory 

activity in plasma but a limited capacity to protect cells from complement lysis 7. In 

contrast to aHUS, the prototypical C3G-associated  CFH  mutations result in FH 

deficiencies or amino acid substitutions that eliminate the complement regulatory 

activities located at the N-terminus of FH. These C3G-associated CFH mutations lead 

to unrestricted activation of complement in plasma, causing damage to glomerular cells 

and deposition of complement products in the GBM gene9, 10.

In agreement with these data, the five CFH pathogenic variants found associated 
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with C3G impair FH expression. One patient carries R885Sfs*13 in homozygosis, which 

result in complete FH deficiency, whereas the other four C3G patients carry partial FH 

deficiencies due to A110S, Y118Ifs*4, C192W and C1218R CFH variants (Table 1). 

CFH variants associated with aHUS include both, variants that express normally but 

present impairment of complement regulatory activity on surfaces (R53C, R53P, R53S, 

S58A, M823T, D1119N, P1166L and R1182K), and variants that cause partial FH 

deficiencies (L98F, Y118Ifs*4, Y235C, C309W, C320R, C597*, C853T, R885Sfs*13, 

c.2957-1G>A, W1037*, c.3493+1G>A and C1218R). Interestingly, three of these latter 

CFH variants (Y118Ifs*4, R885Sfs*13 and C1218R) associate also with C3G, which 

again agrees with previous data indicating that a partial deficiency of FH predisposes to 

different disorders and that in these cases the disease phenotype is determined by 

additional genetic or environmental risk factors16.

In conclusion, we have developed an analytical strategy for the complete 

characterization of novel CFH variants identified in the genetic studies of patients with 

pathologies associated with complement dysregulation. We have demonstrated its 

usefulness analyzing 28 novel CFH variants associated with aHUS and C3G and 

unambiguously categorizing 24 of them as pathogenic. Our data highlight the 

importance of the experimental data to provide a correct categorization of the disease-

associated variants and to  unravel potential novel functional regions in FH. In this 

respect, the functional implications of the M823T CFH variant warrant further 

investigations. As a whole this work  represents a significant step towards a complete 

functional understanding of the CFH genetic variability.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Mutation screening and genotyping

Patients and healthy relatives were screened for mutations in all aHUS and C3G 

candidate genes using different DNA sequencing approaches  (Table 1). Traditional 

DNA Sanger sequencing was used to screen e arly patients . More recently, we used 

next generation sequencing (NGS). All gene variants found in the NGS analyses were 

confirmed by Sanger sequencing. A summary of the clinical and genetic characteristics 

of the carriers of these genetic variants is provided in Table 2. 

Measurement of FH plasma levels.

Total FH plasma levels and levels of FH determined by each CFH allele were 

measured from plasma samples by enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) 

using two different mAbs that recognize specifically the Tyr402 (MBI-6) or the His402 

(MBI-7) variants of the common CFH polymorphism Y402H 17. Briefly, 96-well plates 

were coated with the rabbit polyclonal antibody anti FH 34+35 (in house) in PBS pH 7.4 

overnight at 4ºC. After blocking the plates with Tris-Tween (50mM Tris pH 7.4, 150mM 

NaCl, 0.2% Tween20) containing 1% BSA for 1h at RT, appropriate dilutions of the 

plasma samples in blocking buffer were added and incubated for 1h at RT. The FH 

Tyr402 and His402 variants were detected using the mAb MBI-6 and MBI-7, 

respectively, followed by a peroxidase-labeled goat anti mIgs antibody (DAKO). For 

detection, we used OPD substrate and 10% sulfuric acid to stop the reaction. 

Absorbance was measured at 492nm. A Y402H heterozygous plasma with known 

concentration of both variants was used as the standard curve. All samples were tested 

in duplicate.

Protein purifications

FH proteins were isolated from 3-5mL plasma samples of FH Y402H heterozygous 
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patients or relatives 18. We combined two immune-affinity chromatography columns, a 

CNBr-activated sepharose4B (GE Healthcare) column coupled with the in-house mAb 

anti FH 214 and another coupled with the mAb MBI-7 (Figure 1A). Fractions containing 

FH were collected, concentrated (Amicon Ultra 4-30kDa, Millipore) and applied to a 

molecular exclusion column (Superdex200 Increase 10/300 GL, GE Healthcare). Purity 

was confirmed by SDS-PAGE stained with Coomassie (BioRad) (Figures 1B and C). If 

no Y402H heterozygote carrier was available, the FH variant was purified together with 

FH WT protein.

C3 was purified as previously described 19 and cleaved to C3b by  generating an AP 

C3 convertase 19. FB and FI were isolated  by immune-affinity chromatography .  

Concentration of purified proteins was assessed using absorbance at 280nm and 

molarities calculated using the following extinction coefficients (mg -1.ml-1): FH, 1.98; C3 

and C3b, 0.98; FB, 1.43; and FI, 1.53. FD was purchased from Calbiochem, Millipore.

Sheep red blood cells hemolytic assay

The overall FH functionality was assessed using a modification of the FH-dependent 

sheep red blood cells (SRBC) hemolytic assay 20. The original assay was designed to 

test whether the serum from the aHUS patient lyse the sheep red cells. In our modified 

assay, we compare the amount of the FH variants and wild type protein required to 

recover the regulatory capacity of a normal human serum that was depleted of 75% of 

the FH (NHS∆FH). All experiments were done in triplicate. Blank was prepared adding 

20mM EDTA and the maximum NHS ∆FH induced lysis was established as 100% 

SRBC lysis. As positive and negative controls in our experiments we used FH mutant 

protein with an altered C-terminal region and FH polymorphic variants previously shown 

not having functional impairment (Figure S2).

Decay Accelerating Activity (DAA)
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FH dependent DAA was determined by surface plasmon resonance (SPR) using a 

Biacore X100 (GE Healthcare). 1000 resonance units (RU) of C3b were immobilized on 

a CM5 chip and AP C3 convertase was formed flowing 400nM FB and 20nM FD in 

Hepes buffer with 5mM MgCl2 and 0.005% Tween20 for 150s at 30 μL/min flow rate. 

DAA of FH variants was determined flowing 70nM FH diluted in Hepes buffer 0.005% 

Tween20 for 300s at 10μL/min flow rate. Wild type FH (70nM) was used as a reference 

sample. All assays were preformed three times. Spontaneous decay of AP C3 

convertase was determined by no-injecting FH.

FI-cofactor activity

The fluid-phase FI-cofactor activity of FH was determined in a C3b proteolysis 

assay. Purified C3b, FH and FI were diluted in Hepes buffer 0.02% Tween20 at final 

concentrations of 170nM, 25.8nM and 56.8nM, respectively. 20 μL of mixtures were 

incubated in a 96-well plate at 37ºC and reactions were stopped at 2.5, 5, 7.5 and 12.5 

minutes by adding 5 μL of 2% SDS, 62.5mM Tris, 10% Glycerol and 0.75% 

Bromophenol Blue. All assays were preformed twice. After centrifuging at 1800rpm for 

5 min, samples were collected and analyzed in 12% SDS-PAGE. Gels were stained 

with Coomassie and proteolysis of C3b was determined by measuring the cleavage of 

α’-chain using a ChemiDoc Touch densitometer and the Image Lab software (BioRad). 

The C3b β-chain was used as an internal control to normalize the % of cleavage 

between samples. Percentage of cleavage was determined by the ratio α ’/β chains of 

C3b and setting as 0% the amount of α’-chain at time 0.

C-Terminal C3b-binding

C3b binding by the FH C-terminal region was determined using a SPR strategy. 

8000RU of OX24, a mAb that binds to an epitope in the N-ter region of FH and blocks 

the interaction with C3b by this FH region, were immobilized on a CM5 chip. FH (10nM) 
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in Hepes buffer, 0.005% Tween20, was flown for 250s and 500s at 10 μL/min flowrate. 

Then, C3b (200nM) in the same buffer was flown for 140s at 10 μL/min flowrate. All FH 

samples were assessed in triplicate. Differences in the capacity to bind C3b between 

the variants and the wild type FH protein were determined by comparing the slopes of 

the linear representations that result from plotting the RUs of captured FH vs the RUs 

of C3b bound to the captured FH.

In silico analysis of pathogenicity

To functionally annotate the FH genetic variants detected in this study we used the 

ANNOVAR software tool 21, which provide a comprehensive bioinformatics analysis 

using different prediction algorithms. We considered likely pathogenic those variants in 

which a deleterious impact was anticipated by a majority of the prediction algorithms.

Statistical analysis

Normal range of FH plasma levels was determined using Reference Value Advisor 

c2.122. Statistical analyses were performed with SPSS software, version 21 (SPSS Inc., 

Chicago). The Student ’s t-test for independent samples was used to compare the 

functional activities of the different FH variants with those of the FH wild type. Variation 

homogeneity between groups was confirmed by Levene ’s test. P<0.05 was considered 

statistically significant.
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Figure Legends

Figure 1. Purification of FH variants

A flow chart for the purification protocol of the FH variants is shown in (A).  Figure also 

shows the Coomassie-stained gels of FH variants purified to homogeneity from Y 402H 

heterozygotes (B) and FH variants  that were purified togeth er with the  FH wild type 

allele because the carrier was Y402 or H402 homozygote (C).

Figure 2. Overall functional activity of the FH variants

Figure depict the individual SRBC hemolytic analysis for each of the expressed FH

variants that could be purified from the plasma of appropriated carriers. FH variants are 

indicated by empty circles. Wild type FH is shown with solid circles. Maximum NHS∆FH 

induced lysis is represented as 100%. EC50 (50% effective concentration) values for 

each FH variants indicate the relative amounts required to achieve the same protection 

than wild type FH. P-values for each comparison are indicated.

Figure 3. SPR analysis of the decay accelerating activity of the FH variants.

The AP C3 convertase was assembled by flowing over a C3b-coated chip during 150s 

FB (400nM) and FD (20nM). The grey rectangle illustrates the spontaneous decay 

(discontinuous line) and the FH-mediated DAA (solid line) (A). The panels depicted in 

(B) show fragments of the SPR sensograms to illustrate the DAA of N-terminal variants 

R53C, R53P, R53S and S58A, the central region variant M823T and C-terminal 

variants D1119N, P166L and R1182K, respectively. P-values for the difference with the 

wild type FH are indicated: * < 0.05, ** < 0.001.

Figure 4. Analysis of the FI-dependent C3b cofactor activity of the FH variants

The FI-cofactor activity of the CFH genetic variants was assayed in vitro using purified 

proteins. Each graph corresponds to one CFH variant and represents a time course 
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experiment showing the % of C3b cleaved, as determined by the α’/β chains ratio. Data 

are mean ±SD of duplicates. Time required to cleave 50% of the C3b (50% effective 

time, ET50) for the wild type FH was 3.56±0.67 min. The ET50 for the FH variants are 

indicated as times of ET50 for the wild type FH with their corresponding P-value.

Figure 5. Analysis of C3b-binding by the C-terminal FH region.

Two different amounts of each purified FH variant were captured to a SPR chip coated 

with OX24, a mouse mAb that recognizes the N-terminal region of FH, and C3b was 

flown through the chip. Differences in the capacity to bind C3b between the FH variants 

and the wild type FH protein were determined by comparing the slopes of the linear 

representations that result from plotting the RUs of captured FH vs the RUs of C3b 

bound to the captured FH.

Figure 6. Flow chart for the functional characterization of FH variants.

Figure 7. Model for the bent back structure of FH to illustrate the putative impact 

of the M832T gene variant. 

The overall structure of FH is based on known tilts and proposed side-by-side 

interactions as described 4, 5 . SCRs are represented with ovals and the numbers of 

those relevant to the interaction with C3b and surface carbohydrates are indicated 

inside the oval. A shadowed circle shows the interaction between SCR13 and SCR14 

that is postulated here to be affected by the M823T gene variant. Carbohydrates 

binding to SCRs 20 and 7 are indicated, as well as the thioester bond linking C3b to the 

surface (red dot). 
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